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Webinar/Sales Letter Email Campaign Outline:

Day 1:
0) here’s the link to watch the training
0) introduction to you -- and how you can help THEM
4 hours later:
1) I hope you enjoyed the training part 2: education email
6 hours later:
2) what’s the #1 takeaway from the training? part 2: changing their life

day 2:
3) how your life can change
4) why your life (or business) is stuck

day 3:
5) why the method I teach will improve (the thing your program acts on)
6) here’s what happens when you make the move

day 4:
7) today is the last
8) reasons why you should enroll
9) what happens if you DON’T enroll
10) 2 hours left



Day 1:

0)  immediately when they subscribe

subject line:

here’s the masterclass about (How to ______ ) you can watch now

Body: 

(firstname_code)

Here’s the link to watch the Masterclass (How to _____ ):

(link here)

Here’s what you’ll discover when you watch this training:

1) 
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

I truly hope you enjoy this, I enjoyed creating this training to help folks like you!

(link here)

(Your Name)



Day 1, email 2:

0) ( 1 hour later) introduction to you -- and how you can help THEM

subject line:

a little about my journey to do (what you teach)

Body: 

Hi, if you guessed it by now, I’m (______ )

I’m glad you requested to watch my training about (How to ______ )

because it shares with you the things I wish I learned when I first got started (with 
______) 

I remember 5 years ago, I woke up one day and . . . . something happened that made 
me want to figure this ______ out . . . .

(write a paragraph about what your life was like THEN)

write a paragraph about your journey - how you figured things out - dig into your 
struggle 

write a paragraph about how things are now . . .

dig deep - tell them how things are now - your life is good, you eat better, your sales 
letters are better, your business is better  . . . .

I hope my story has been helpful to you . . 

Friend, I’ve been where you are . . .

And if you haven’t had a chance to watch my Masterclass yet, I promise you it’s worth 
your time 

(link to watch)

(Your Name)



Day 1, email 3:

1) I hope you enjoyed the training part 2: education email

subject line:

here’s what’s cool about the ______ method for _______

Body: 

(firstname_code)

In the Masterclass earlier today, I taught you:

1) 
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

There’s one thing I forgot to tell you in the Workshop:

Now - write a paragraph about something really cool about your process  . . . 

optional: write 1-3 more paragraphs about the benefit of adopting your method

Well, that catches you  . . . 

And if you haven’t had a chance to watch my Masterclass yet, I promise you it’s worth 
your time 

(link to watch)

(Your Name)

P.S. If you’ve watched the training, and you are ready to let me help you, here’s the link 
to get started:

(link to the order form or the sales letter)



Day 1, Email 4

2) what’s the #1 takeaway from the training? part 2: changing their life

subject line:

the #1 takeaway from the training - how it will change your life

Body: 

(firstname_code)

In the Masterclass earlier today, we talked about (the number 1 takeaway) 

a paragraph summarizing that takeway 

then a paragraph or 2,3 about how making that change will change your life . . .

If you haven’t had a chance to watch my Masterclass yet, I promise you it’s worth your 
time 

(link to watch)

(Your Name)

P.S. If you’ve watched the training, and you are ready to let me help you, here’s the link 
to get started:

(link to the order form or the sales letter)



day 2: email 1

3) how your life can change

subject line:

how would it feel if (something that happens if someone does your training)

Body: 

(firstname_code)

how would it feel if (something that happens if someone does your training)

dig deep: 

would it feel like ___?

what about _____?

IF IF IF 
 you have testimonials: write one, or a few:

My client Johnny took my training last semester, and this is what happened to him:

write his testimonial

Now, I can’t promise you’ll get the same fast results as Johnny, he’s a real fireball,

but seriously, how would it feel if you did ________

If you haven’t had a chance to watch my Masterclass yet, I promise you it’s worth your 
time 

(link to watch)

(Your Name)

P.S. If you’ve watched the training, and you are ready to let me help you, here’s the link 
to get started:



(link to the order form or the sales letter)



Day 2, email 2

4) why your life (or business) is stuck

subject line:

why your business is stuck

Body: 

(firstname_code)

fair warning:

this is gonna be a pretty negative email.

I know you might have gotten used to my pleasant, cheerful personality (lol, ha ha)
in the emails so far . . . but I feel it’s my responsibility to tell it like it is . . .

So here goes, don’t hate me for it . . . 

let’s face it, you watched the Workshop because you need help with (whatever you help 
with)

You’ve been reading my emails the last few days because you either like them and you 
are learning something 

OR 

you are trying to decide if you want to invest in my course

can I be blunt with you?

Ok, I’ll take that as a yes

If you do nothing, if you keep reading my emails and do nothing . . .

your life is going to stay the same

and my guess is . . you want it to change or you wouldn’t have watched the Workshop 
and you wouldn’t be reading my emails . .

So. . . .

What’s going to happen if you do nothing?



Where are you going to be in a year, if you do nothing?

I know that’s direct . . . but it’s a worth a think . . .

by the way, if you are ready to get my training and change your life, go ahead and get 
started:

(link to order form or sales page)

Sean

(Your Name)

P.S. If you haven’t had a chance to watch my Masterclass yet, I promise you it’s worth 
your time 

(link to watch)



day 3: email 1

why the method I teach will improve (the thing your program acts on)

subject line:

why the method I teach will improve (the thing your program acts on)

Body: 

(firstname_code)

We’ve been talking about the changes that can happen if you (do what you suggest)

Today let’s dig into why (what I teach) will help you improve (your problem)  . . . 

1)
2)
3)

OR 

*
*
*
OR 

-->

-->

-->

OR 

a paragraph - 

2-3 sentences (para)

2-3 times

What does that mean for you?



Perhaps this (in your life will change)

Perhaps that (in your life will change)

by the way, if you are ready to improve your (problem) and make these positive 
changes, go ahead and get started:

(link to order form or sales page)

Sean

(Your Name)

P.S. If you haven’t had a chance to watch my Masterclass yet, the training will only be 
available to you for another day or so . . . 

(link to watch)



day 3, email 2:

here’s what happens when you make the move

subject line:

here’s what happens when you make the move

Body: 

(firstname_code)

We’ve been talking about helping you solve your problem by doing (what you teach) 
and of course you know I’ve created a training program to help . . .

Here’s what happens when you do the work with me:

1) (benefits)

2) (benefits)

3) (benefits)

4)

5)

6)

7)

How will that make you feel?

Will it feel good to have the weight off?

Will if feel good to be able to bring up a touchy subject with your spouse and it doesn’t 
ruin the day?

Will it feel good to be able to sit down and write a salesletter in a day?

by the way, if you are ready to improve your (problem) and make these positive 
changes, go ahead and get started:

(link to order form or sales page)

Sean



(Your Name)

P.S. If you haven’t had a chance to watch my Masterclass yet, the training will only be 
available to you for another day or so . . . 

(link to watch)



day 4: email 1

today is the last

subject line:

today is the last day to get the discount (or bonuses)

Body: 

(firstname_code)

Today is the last day to get the discount . . .

Here’s a review of what you’ll get and the difference it will make in your life:

1) 
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Here’s what happens when you take action:

(paragraph describing how their life or business is better.

(link to get in before the bonuses expire)

(link to order form or sales page)

Sean

(Your Name)

P.S. also, today is the final day to watch the free training

(link to watch)



day 4, email 2:

reasons why you should enroll

subject line:

reasons why you should enroll

Body: 

(firstname_code)

Reasons why you should enroll today:

1) the apple bonus is going away tonight
2) the special price is going away
3) You know you can’t afford not to do something about this . . .you’ve procrastinated 

long enough . . . just do it
4) if you start today, your life begins to get better tonight (why wait?)
5)
6)
7)

if you have testimonials

if you have a story about how your program can help . . .

talk from the heart . . 

about how if they stay on the fence, they won’t solve their problem

(link to get in before the bonuses expire)

(link to order form or sales page)

Sean

(Your Name)

P.S. also, today is the final day to watch the free training

(link to watch)



 day 4, email 3:

what happens if you DON’T enroll

subject line:

what happens if you DON’T enroll

Body: 

(firstname_code)

What happens if DON’T enroll:

1) you will lose out on the bonus

2) but more importantly, you won’t start making the change in your life you know you 
want . . 

How much longer, seriously, how much longer are you willing to LIVE with this problem?

Yes, I know . . that’s pushy.

It’s because I care about you.

You see, I know from experience that if someone doesn’t take action by about the 4th 
day of these emails . . they start ignoring them . . .

perhaps that’s what’s happened to you . . .

is that what you mean?

it’s okay - if you don’t want my help, no worries . . .

this closes tonight, so if you don’t need help . . it’s no big deal,

shoot me an email, tell me what you DO need help with . . 

and I’ll see what I can do . . 

so  . . .it’s real close to time you have to fish or cut bait . . 

(link to order form or sales page)

Sean



(Your Name)

P.S. also, today is the final day to watch the free training

(link to watch)



day 4, email 4:

4 hours left

subject line:

4 hours left . . . 

Body: 

(firstname_code)

there’s 4 hours left to get the training and get the bonus . .

if you don’t want it, no worries, this is the last email

!yay!

but . . .if you have been intentionally waiting till the last moment 

I believe that moment has come . .

go ahead, take action, just do it:

(link to order form or sales page)

Sean

(Your Name)

P.S. also, today is the final day to watch the free training

(link to watch)


